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Moki is well known through his YouTube videos and his many friends and supporters on Facebook.
Rescued as feral kitten, he was stricken with a serious illness that left with a neurological
condition of unknown cause. His personal story is one of caring, healing, therapy and love.
Tonight’s segment on Moki on animal Planet’s Must Love Cats will likely focus on his spirit and his
various therapies. There is much more to Moki and his history; we’ll share some of that here.
Cat for gold - kitten chasing his shadow

Moki’s biography, told from his own perspective:
My name is Moki and I am a cat. I am not like other cats however…I have an unknown
neurological and orthopedic condition…Despite the odds being stacked against me, and the
limited time I was given, I am still here & happy to be here at that…
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Kitten Found Frozen to Storm Drain
Adopted by Special Petmom

GETTING TO KNOW ME AND MY CONDITION:

Jennifer Fisher, Elizabeth Flynn, Heather
Gonzales and 194 others recommend this.

Hi Ya, my name is Moki and my story is quite long! I am a three year old, male, domestic, short
hair, black and gray tabby cat. I was born normal, out in the wild and use to run and play like all
normal healthy cats do…You can read all about the beginning of my story here on my blog.

Cat Kisses Make Dog Smile
372 people recommend this.

Here’s my story in summary:

Devoted Cat Stays at Woman’s Side:
Both Are Rescued After a Month in
the Gila National Forest

After being born in the wild as a feral kitten in 2007, I quickly found myself residing in a no-kill
animal shelter. The shelter did not like to house kittens on site and so kitten where usually placed
in immediate foster care upon arrival to the shelter. Unfortunately the shelter had been hard hit
by the kitten season the year of my birth and there were no foster parents willing to take in yet
another feral kitten which needed to be socialized.

Anna J. Shelton, Hassie Bannarn Betz,
Jennifer Fisher and 450 others recommend
this.
13 Year Old Little Heart Kitten Killer
Sentenced

I was fortunate in that one of the volunteers at the shelter spotted me and fell in love with me in
an instant. Despite already having 7 other cats at that time, this volunteer who lived out in the
country with her then boyfriend, talked it over with him and the two decided to bring me to their
home on a foster only basis. The volunteer’s then boyfriend fell in love with me in an instant.

Jennifer Fisher, Anna J. Shelton, Melisa
Forget and 1,251 others recommend this.

Everything seemed to be going perfect, and then things took a sudden change for the worse. Out
of the blue I got sick and I mean real sick…my WBC (white blood cell count) dropped to 0.7, and
the vets told my fosters that I wasn’t going to make it through the night, my fosters however
wouldn’t give up hope. Despite all odds, and having to make an agreement with the shelter to
pay my medical bills themselves (the shelter couldn’t afford to spend money on a cat at that time,
whom numerous vets where saying wouldn’t make it through,) I made it.

267 people recommend this.

Unfortunately my recovery wasn’t without numerous side effects. Whatever made me ill left me
with severe neurological damage. In the beginning the vets thought that I’d never sit up or walk
on my own again. They also thought that I would have to have a plate of food held up to my face
in order to eat. I however fooled them. I eventually managed to learn how to walk, although be it
not quite normally, and learned how to eat on my own. My fosters who saw me through it all,
eventually adopted me. I had grown on them and they just couldn’t let me go..) and while things
seemed to be improving, the nasty virus that made me sick in the first place just kept resurfacing.
I’d be ok for a short period of time and then I’d get sick again.
The doctors could figure it out, and they said our best chance of trying to understand what was
going on lied in an MRI and CSF tap. With the doctor baffled by my condition, my female foster, or
momma bean as I like to call her, turned to the internet, to see if there were others out there like
me. She started to blog my story and shortly after that people started to take interest in it. Soon
through some very nice peoples out there on the internets, donations started to poor in and I
was able to eventually get the CSF tap and MRI that I needed.
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Fortunately or unfortunately depending upon how you look at it, both of the tests came back
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clean. Therefore everything about my condition continues to remain a complete medical mystery…
We did however learn one thing from all the tests which were conducted and that is that I have
an orthopedic condition which has caused my thoracic inlet to curve upwards towards my spine.
Why my thoracic inlet has curved upward towards my spine remains a mystery… .
__
A selection from Moki’s video library gives an idea of who he is, what his condition is like, and
how he has been treated.
.
The Healing Path 5

Feline Acupuncture 10/10/11

Physical Therapy / Hydrotherapy For Moki
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Moki Learning to Knead Again

Moki on the water treadmill at Scout’s House 1/27/12
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One of these days I am going to catch it… . Playtime and mental stimulation, February 2012
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